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Abstract
Common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) is an essential staple crop in the Brazilian diet, being the major
source of dietary protein in this tropical country. In addition, Brazil is also one the biggest producer and
consumer of this crop worldwide. Brazil covers a wide and diverse geographical area in South America,
where common bean is cultivated both in tropical climates in the North and Central regions, or sub-
tropical ones in the South. This climatic diversity in Brazil is re�ected in the wide genetic diversity of
Brazilian common bean landraces, which could represent an important resource for breeding
improvement of this crop. In the current study, we characterized the genetic diversity, population structure
and linkage disequilibrium in a collection of 274 georeferenced Brazilian landraces using Single
Nucleotide Polymorphisms obtained with Genotype-By-Sequencing. We integrated geographic
information system, climatic conditions, agronomic (market class information), and molecular diversity
analyses, labeled here GAMA (Geographic Agronomic Molecular Approach), to identify patterns of
selection in this collection. This combined landscape genomic analysis allowed the identi�cation of
candidate genes or genomic regions related to abiotic stress response in this species, but also possible
donor accessions for drought and heat tolerance in this collection. This information can facilitate the pre-
selection of smaller samples of Brazilian landraces diversity and identify candidate markers and genes
for in-depth evaluation in breeding programs aimed at the improvement of this crop.

Introduction
Brazil is one of the largest producers of common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) worldwide, with more than 3
M metric tons of dry beans produced each year. It is also one of the main consumers of this crop (Petry et
al. 2015). Indeed, common bean represents an essential staple crop in the Brazilian diet, contributing
most of the protein intake for most of the population in this country (da Silva and Wander 2013).
Although common bean is not a native crop of Brazil, it has been cultivated in this area by native
populations for a long time before the arrival of the Europeans, according to both archaeological and
historical reports (Hoehne 1937; Freitas 2006). Nowadays, several different local landraces are cultivated
in Brazil, principally by smallholder-farmers who rely on rainfall for the irrigation of this crop (Vieira 1988,
1998; Barbosa and Gonzaga 2012). Common bean is cultivated in a wide variety of environments, from a
tropical climate in the Northern and Central states to a sub-tropical climate in the South of Brazil, using
different cropping systems (Melo 2009; Barbosa and Gonzaga 2012; da Silva and Wander 2013). The
wide diversity of Brazilian landraces constitutes an important potential source of tolerance to both abiotic
and biotic stresses for improving this species and developing locally adapted elite cultivars speci�c for
this country (Burle et al. 2010).

Common bean is a diploid plant (2n = 22) with an estimated genome size of 580Mb that has been
sequenced recently (Andean gene pool: G19833 accession, Schmutz et al. 2014; Mesoamerican gene
pool: breeding line BAT93, Vlasova et al. 2016; Rendón-Anaya et al. 2017). The genus Phaseolus
originated in Mesoamerica where most of the species of this genus are distributed (Freytag and Debouck
2002). Wild common bean was dispersed through several discrete long-distance events from
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Mesoamerica to Central and South America resulting in three major, genetically and geographically
separated, wild gene pools named Mesoamerican, Ancestral, and Southern Andean gene pools (Debouck
et al. 1993; Gepts 1998; Bitocchi et al. 2012; Rodriguez et al. 2016; Ariani et al. 2018). Interestingly, no
wild common bean has been identi�ed in Brazil to date. Of the three wild gene pool of this species, two of
them have been independently domesticated about 10,000 years ago in what is now Mexico and
Argentina. This double domestication generated the Mesoamerican and Andean domesticated gene
pools of this species (Gepts et al. 1986; Kwak and Gepts 2009; Mamidi et al. 2011, 2013). The two
domesticated gene pools can be differentiated either using morphological characteristics, or a wide array
of molecular and protein markers or sequences (Gepts et al. 1986; Koenig and Gepts 1989; Chacón et al.
2005; Kwak and Gepts 2009; Mamidi et al. 2011, 2013; Bitocchi et al. 2013). In addition, these two gene
pools are separated by partial reproductive isolation in both wild and domesticated populations, which
causes hybrid weakness in F1 and later generations (Gepts and Bliss 1985; Koinange and Gepts 1992;
Hannah et al. 2007).

Previous studies about genetic diversity in Brazilian landraces identi�ed the presence of both
Mesoamerican and Andean gene pools in Brazil based on the study of phaseolin seed proteins. In
particular, most of the landraces analyzed carried a phaseolin type characteristic of the Mesoamerican
gene pool (‘S’ type), while other showed the phaseolin speci�c of the Andean group (‘T’ type) (Gepts et al.
1988). Further studies using microsatellite markers con�rmed the differentiation between Mesoamerican
and Andean gene pool in Brazilian landraces, but also identi�ed several hybrids between the
Mesoamerican groups, suggesting a certain degree of genetic admixture in common bean landraces from
Brazil (Burle et al. 2010). A similar pattern of genetic admixture within the Mesoamerican gene pool of
Brazilian landraces has been recently observed using Next-Generation-Sequencing-based markers like
DArT-Seq SNPs (Valdisser et al. 2017).

One of the principal di�culties in exploiting large genetic resource collections, i.e., “gene banks,” for crop
genetic improvement is the general inability of genetically characterizing these collections because of the
di�culty or cumbersomeness of accurately phenotyping traits of agronomic interest. For example, an
assessment of drought tolerance is cumbersome because it requires a comparison of yields measured
under well-watered and various drought stress treatments for each accession of the collection. Here, we
propose a strategy – called GAMA (Geographic, Agronomic, Molecular Approach) - to narrow down the
number of accessions to be preferentially screened for a phenotypic trait, such as drought tolerance. This
strategy includes, as a condition sine qua non, a geographic activity in which the coordinates of
accessions are used to correlate their location of origin with relevant climatic variables, such as
precipitation, temperature, or potential evapotranspiration. Thus, a subset of accessions can be identi�ed
that originate, for example, in more highly drought-stressed regions, an approach that has been called
Focused Identi�cation of Germplasm Strategy (FIGS; Khazaei et al. 2013). It remains to be tested whether
these accessions are indeed better sources of genes for stress tolerance.

The integration of environmental and genetic data, also known as landscape genomics (Schoville et al.
2012; Bragg et al. 2015), could facilitate this process by allowing a pre-selection of a smaller germplasm
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sample and the identi�cation of candidate markers for in-depth future evaluation and gene identi�cation.
Landscape genomics has been applied mostly for identifying signatures of environmental adaptation in
wild natural populations (Schoville et al. 2012; Bragg et al. 2015) with the aim of guiding improvement of
crop plants (Henry and Nevo 2014). However, by integrating information about agronomic practices and
climatic data during the crop-growing season, this approach has been applied also to local landraces of
crop plants like maize and barley (Westengen et al. 2012; Abebe et al. 2015).

A second activity in the GAMA approach includes the agronomic evaluation of the accessions identi�ed
in the �rst activity for relevant phenotypes potentially involved in drought stress tolerance (e.g., Beebe et
al. 2008, 2010, 2013; Berny Mier y Teran et al. 2019a,b; Parker et al. 2020). Finally, in the third activity
molecular polymorphisms are identi�ed that correlate with the environmental variables chosen in the �rst
activity and, if available, the results of the phenotyping in the second activity. Thus, the GAMA approach
illustrated here can identify and target a subsample of a gene bank through geographic information
system analysis and concurrently characterize this subsample both phenotypically and genotypically.

In the current study, we characterized the genetic diversity of a collection of 274 local landraces from
Brazil representative of the diversity and geographical distribution of this crop at approximately 13,000
SNPs using Genotyping-By-Sequencing (GBS) technology (Elshire et al. 2011). By integrating this SNPs
dataset with market class information and climatic data estimated for the growing season in different
areas of Brazil, we were able to identify possible donor of drought and heat tolerance in this collection,
but also putative markers that could be used for breeding improvement of Brazilian bean germplasm.
This information would be extremely useful for exploiting the genetic diversity available in Brazilian
common-bean landraces, especially in breeding for resilience to climate change.

Results
Genotypic data and diversity analysis.

After imputation and �nal �ltering, we retained 259 individuals genotyped at 13,220 loci. SNPs were
generally evenly distributed across the 11 chromosomes, ranging from 818 SNPs on chromosome Pv10
to 1,583 SNPs on chromosome Pv02 (Table 1). A plot of genome-wide π showed the highest nucleotide
diversity in some genomic fragments on chromosomes Pv01, Pv02, Pv05, Pv06, and Pv11 (Fig. 1A), even
though the largest number of sliding windows with π higher than the 99th percentile of its distribution
was located on chromosomes Pv01 and Pv09 (Fig. 1A, Table 1). Chromosome Pv10 had the lowest
average π (1.41e− 5), while chromosome Pv01 had the highest nucleotide diversity (1.84e− 5) (Table 1);
however, there were variations between the Andean, Mesoamerican, and hybrid gene pools in this sample
(Fig. S1). A plot of Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) distribution showed that most of the identi�ed SNPs
had a MAF around 0.2 (Fig. 1B), with 8% of the markers having a MAF ≤ 0.1.
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Table 1
Distribution of SNPs and sequence diversity across chromosomes of common bean in a

Brazilian landrace sample
Chromosome Total SNPs π High π windows Half-decay distance r2v (bp)

Pv01 1,515 1.84E-05 23 1,882,828

Pv02 1,583 1.64E-05 14 3,277,857

Pv03 1,413 1.71E-05 7 6,223,743

Pv04 994 1.52E-05 0 1,665,838

Pv05 1,101 1.59E-05 7 3,164,257

Pv06 978 1.63E-05 7 2,576,845

Pv07 1,040 1.55E-05 0 3,098,186

Pv08 1,253 1.44E-05 3 1,252,883

Pv09 1,200 1.73E-05 22 12,640,750

Pv10 818 1.41E-05 0 7,695,267

Pv11 1,325 1.61E-05 12 13,666,074

By dividing the genotypes analyzed according to population structure analysis and �ltering out the SNPs
with more than 20% missing data in each group, a similar number of SNPs was retained, with 12,563
SNPs for ‘pure Mesoamerican’ (M), 12,202 SNPs for ‘pure Andean’ (A), and 13,049 SNPs for
‘Mesoamerican hybrids’ (MH). These groups showed different patterns of π across common bean
chromosomes (Fig. 1). In particular, the ‘pure Andean’ group showed the highest relative diversity on
chromosomes 1 and 3, while the ‘Mesoamerican hybrids’ had higher diversity than the ‘pure
Mesoamerican’ on many of the chromosomes.

Population structure, genetic PCA, and sPCA.

Population clustering analysis using two sub-populations (K = 2) clearly distinguished between the
Mesoamerican and Andean gene pools of this species, with most of the accessions belonging to the
Mesoamerican gene pool (Fig. 2A). More speci�cally, 204 accessions clustered in the Mesoamerican
gene pool, 51 in the Andean, and 4 were identi�ed as hybrids between these two gene pools (membership
coe�cient < 0.7; Table S2). This population differentiation was con�rmed by genetic PCA, where PC1
clearly discriminated between Andean and Mesoamerican genotypes (Fig. 2B). Plot of cross-entropy
values for different number of sub-populations identi�ed K = 5 as the best number of sub-populations for
describing our dataset (Fig. S2). Population clustering showed that the Andean genotypes (as inferred by
K = 2) formed a separate sub-population, while the Mesoamerican group included four “pure” (or non-
hybrids) sub-populations combined with many intermixed individuals (Fig. 3A). Most of the
Mesoamerican genotypes analyzed belonged to the M2 sub-population (67 accession); six individuals
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each belonged to the M1 and M3 sub-populations, 11 to the M4 sub-population, and 114 were identi�ed
as hybrids among Mesoamerican sub-populations (membership coe�cient < 0.70; Table S2). Genetic
PCA showed that the Mesoamerican sub-populations were differentiated mainly across PC2 and PC3,
with many hybrid individuals across these two axes (Fig. 3B).

sPCA analysis identi�ed a strong local structure in the collection analyzed (Fig. 4A), suggesting a
negative spatial autocorrelation with high genetic diversity between physically close genotypes (based on
geographic coordinates). Mantel’s test for correlation between geographic and genetic distances showed
no correlation between these two variables (r = ~-0.04, P-value = 0.98), with the observed r falling within a
simulated distribution with no spatial genetic structure (r = 0, i.e., null hypothesis) (Fig. 4B).

Kinship and linkage disequilibrium analysis.

Kinship analysis clearly showed the presence of two main groups in the sample, representing the
Mesoamerican and Andean gene pools of common bean (Fig. S3). The estimated kinship and population
clustering matrix were used for correcting LD by relatedness (kinship) and population structure in the
sample (Mangin et al. 2012). This method was able to correct to a large extent for in�ated LD due to
kinship and structure (Fig. 5). Visual examination of LD heatmap across chromosomes showed that
correction by kinship (r2

v) outperformed the correction by population structure (r2
s), while the correction

using both kinship and population structure (r2
vs) was in general the best one at correcting in�ated LD. A

similar pattern could be observed in plots of LD decay across the 11 chromosomes of common bean
(Fig. 6), even though the LD curves showed different decays among chromosomes. Overall, LD reached
half-decay within 1.2 to 3.3Mb (Fig. 6, Table 1). However, chromosomes Pv03, Pv09, Pv10, and Pv11
showed a slower LD decay, with chromosome Pv09 and Pv11 having an estimated half-decay distance of
more than 12Mb (Table 1).

Association analysis for rainfall and mean temperature estimated for the cultivation period.

Rainfall and mean temperature showed similar distribution during the warmest and wettest quarters
(Fig. 7A, B). However, average rainfall was generally lower during the warmest quarter, and the varieties
grown during this period were cultivated with just around 200 mm of rainfall (Fig. 7A). Mean temperature
was slightly higher during the warmest quarter; however, the distribution of mean temperature was wider
during the wettest quarter, and, in some cases, varieties grown during this wettest quarter presented mean
temperatures lower than 15° C for the period (Fig. 7B). Manual evaluation of QQ-plots for GWAS analysis
with temperature and rainfall during the warmest and wettest quarters showed an in�ation of observed P-
values when not including genetic PCA data for correcting for population structure (Fig. S4). When
including PCA results for correcting for population structure in the association analysis, the QQ-plots
showed a normal P-value distribution with a few strong associations (Fig. S5).

Association analysis for PrecWet identi�ed two signi�cantly associated SNPs on chromosome Pv02 and
Pv08 of common bean reference genome (Fig. 8A), tagging 19 genes. Among these candidate genes, the
most interesting ones, based on the available annotation, could be found on chromosome Pv02. Indeed,
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in the 100Kb window surrounding the signi�cant SNPs on chromosome Pv02 we identi�ed several gene
models homologous to Arabidopsis, including a poly(A) polymerase 1 gene models involved in cellulose
and ethylene biosynthesis, a cyclin-dependent kinase, and a gene model involved in plastid movement
(Table 2).
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Table 2
Candidate genes identi�ed by genome-wide association analysis for association with PrecWet (BIO16 -

Precipitation of wettest quarter)
GeneID Arabidopsis

homolog
Description

Chromosome Pv02

Phvul.002G325600 AT3G18215.1 Protein of unknown function, DUF599

Phvul.002G325700 AT3G18215.1 Protein of unknown function, DUF599

Phvul.002G325800 AT3G18215.1 Protein of unknown function, DUF599

Phvul.002G325900 PAPS1 Poly(A) polymerase 1

Phvul.002G326000 CC1 COMPANION OF CELLULOSE SYNTHASE 1

Phvul.002G326100 AT3G18210.1 2-oxoglutarate (2OG) and Fe(II)-dependent oxygenase
superfamily protein

Phvul.002G326200 AT3G61520.1 Pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) superfamily protein

Phvul.002G326300 AT3G18190.1 TCP-1/cpn60 chaperonin family protein

Phvul.002G326500 AT3G18180.1 Glycosyltransferase family 61 protein

Phvul.002G326600 ACO4, EAT1,
EFE

Ethylene-forming enzyme

Phvul.002G326700 AT5G52450.1 MATE e�ux family protein

Phvul.002G326800 AT;CDKD;1,

CAK3AT,

CDKD1;1

Cyclin-dependent kinase D1;1

Phvul.002G326900 PMI1 Plastid movement impaired1

Chromosome Pv08

Phvul.008G166100  

Phvul.008G166200 AT5G54970.1

Phvul.008G166300  

Phvul.008G166400 AT5G54970.1

Phvul.008G166500 AT1G77700.1 Pathogenesis-related thaumatin superfamily protein

Phvul.008G166600 AT1G38131.1 O-fucosyltransferase family protein
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Association analysis for TempWet identi�ed two signi�cantly associated SNPs on chromosome Pv04
and Pv09 (Fig. 8B) tagging 15 genes, of which 14 were located on chromosome Pv09 and one on
chromosome Pv04 (Table 3). Among the candidate genes, three of them have putative chloroplast
functions, with another gene annotated as a putative peroxidase protein (Table 3). Association analysis
for PrecWarm identi�ed two signi�cantly associated SNPs on chromosome Pv01 and Pv08 (Fig. 9A),
tagging 14 genes. Interestingly the SNP located on Pv08, and the tagged gene models, were also
identi�ed previously as signi�cantly associated with PrecWet. Among the 8 genes located on Pv01
(Table 4), we identi�ed several Arabidopsis homologs, including a putative transcription elongation factor,
a pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) protein, and a receptor-like kinase.

Association analysis for TempWarm identi�ed two signi�cantly associated SNPs, only 25 bp apart, on
Pv03 (Fig. 9B) tagging in total 10 gene models with homology to Arabidopsis genes (Table 5). Among
those genes, we identi�ed a putative transcriptional activator of small-nuclear RNA genes, a gene
possibly involved in cellulose biosynthesis, a chloroplast translation initiation factor, and a gene involved
in brassinosteroid signaling.

Environmental and genetic differentiation between Brazilian market classes.

To identify possible donors of drought and heat tolerance, we characterized the distribution of the
climatic variables across the different market classes analyzed. An ANOVA analysis showed signi�cant
differences across market classes between these climatic variables (Table 6). In particular, the Mulatinho
type seems to be cultivated in areas with considerably lower rainfall than the other market classes, with
an average rainfall of 485 mm during the wettest quarter and 290 mm during the warmest quarter. A post-
hoc HSD test showed a signi�cantly lower PrecWet and PrecWarm for the Mulatinho type (Table 6), even
though there was no signi�cant difference for PrecWet with the Preto type (average 533 mm). On the
other hand, the Rosinha, Roxo, Pardo, and Manteigão types showed higher rainfalls for both precipitation
variables analyzed. Regarding the temperature comparisons for the wettest season (TempWet), the
Rosinha type seems to be cultivated at the highest average temperatures (23.3°C), although the
Mulatinho, Manteigão and Roxo showed average cultivation temperatures around 23.0°C as well
(Table 6). Indeed, an HSD-test showed no signi�cant differences in TempWet for these varieties. The
Preto type was cultivated at signi�cantly lower temperatures (average 20°C) than the landraces of the
other market classes, except for Pardo and the ‘Others’ market class group. For the temperature
comparisons for the warmest season (TempWarm), the Mulatinho type showed the highest average
temperature during cultivation period (24.7°C), even though the HSD-test did not show any signi�cant
difference between Mulatinho and Manteigão, Rosinha or Roxo for this variable (Table 6).
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Table 3
Candidate genes identi�ed by genome-wide association analysis for association with TempWet (BIO8 -

Mean temperature of wettest quarter)
GeneID Arabidopsis

homolog
Description

Chromosome Pv04

Phvul.004G106800 ARC11, ATMIND1,
MIND

Septum site-determining protein (MIND)

Chromosome Pv09

Phvul.009G085400 WIN2 HOPW1-1-interacting 2

Phvul.009G085500 AT5G24970.2 Protein kinase superfamily protein

Phvul.009G085600 AT5G10745.1  

Phvul.009G085700 AT5G10750.1 Enhanced disease resistance-like protein (DUF1336)

Phvul.009G085800 AT2G24800.1 Peroxidase superfamily protein

Phvul.009G085900 ATDBR1, DBR1 Debranching enzyme 1

Phvul.009G086000 TIC55-II Translocon at the inner envelope membrane of
chloroplasts 55-II

Phvul.009G086200 AtMAPR2, MAPR2 Membrane-associated progesterone binding protein 2

Phvul.009G086300 AT2G24960.2 Myb/SANT-like DNA-binding domain protein

Phvul.009G086400 AT4G31860.1 Protein phosphatase 2C family protein

Phvul.009G086500 PGR3 Protein phosphatase 2C family protein

Phvul.009G086600 AT5G25080.1 Sas10/Utp3/C1D family; early nodulin-like protein 14

Phvul.009G086700 AT2G25060.1 AtENODL14, ENODL14

Phvul.009G086800 AT5G10840.1 Endomembrane protein 70 protein family
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Table 4
Candidate genes identi�ed by genome-wide association analysis for association with PrecWarm (BIO18 -

Precipitation of warmest quarter)
GeneID Arabidopsis

homologous
Description

Chromosome Pv01

Phvul.001G068300 SPT4-2 SPT4 homolog 2

Phvul.001G068400 COD1 Pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) superfamily protein

Phvul.001G068500 AT1G66910.1 Protein kinase superfamily protein

Phvul.001G068600 LRK10 Receptor-like kinase superfamily protein

Phvul.001G068700    

Phvul.001G068800 AT4G18250.1 Receptor serine/threonine kinase, putative

Phvul.001G068900 AT2G01050.1 Zinc ion binding; nucleic acid binding

Phvul.001G069000 AT1G18390.2 Protein kinase superfamily protein

Chromosome Pv08

Phvul.008G166100    

Phvul.008G166200 AT5G54970.1  

Phvul.008G166300    

Phvul.008G166400 AT5G54970.1  

Phvul.008G166500 AT1G77700.1 Pathogenesis-related thaumatin superfamily
protein

Phvul.008G166600 AT1G38131.1 O-fucosyltransferase family protein
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Table 5
Candidate genes identi�ed by genome-wide association analysis for association with TempWarm (BIO10

- Mean temperature of warmest quarter)
GeneID Arabidopsis

homolog
Description

Chromosome Pv03

Phvul.003G154500 SRD2 Small-nuclear RNA activating complex family protein

Phvul.003G154600 CESA7 Cellulose synthase family protein

Phvul.003G154700 SVR9 Chloroplastic translation initiation factor 3 protein

Phvul.003G154800 HSP70B Heat shock protein 70B

Phvul.003G154900 eIFiso4G1 MIF4G domain-containing protein / MA3 domain-
containing protein

Phvul.003G155000 ATPRD2,MPS1,PRD2 Multipolar spindle 1

Phvul.003G155100 SKIP1 SKP1 interacting partner 1

Phvul.003G155200 AT2G24030.1 Zinc ion binding;nucleic acid binding

Phvul.003G155300 AT5G57910.1  

Phvul.003G155400 BRS1 Alpha/beta-Hydrolases superfamily protein

Table 6
Differences for temperature and precipitation among geographic distributions of market classes of

Brazilian common bean
Market classes
(N)

PrecWet
(mm)

  TempWet
(oC)

  PrecWarm
(mm)

  TempWarm
(oC)

Mean HSD   Mean HSD   Mean HSD   Mean HSD

Manteigão (33) 598 ab   22.9 a   409 a   24.2 ab

Mulatinho (68) 485 c   22.8 a   290 b   24.7 a

Other (32) 588 ab   21.6 ab   460 a   22.9 c

Pardo (23) 621 ab   22.1 ab   496 a   23.2 bc

Preto (70) 533 bc   20.3 b   442 a   22.8 c

Rosinha (14) 615 ab   23.5 a   473 a   23.9 abc

Roxo (17) 692 a   22.9 a   535 a   23.7 abc

PrecWet (BIO16): Precipitation of wettest quarter; TempWet (BIO8): Mean Temperature of wettest
quarter; PrecWarm (BIO18): Precipitation of warmest quarter; TempWarm (BIO10): Mean temperature
of warmest quarter. HSD: Tukey post hoc test
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The GWAS performed to identify signatures of environmental selection could be confounded by cultural
preferences for speci�c seed types, growth habit or other unknown factors related to the different market
classes identi�ed in the collection. In order to disentangle true association with environmental factors
from farmer or consumer preferences, we performed an Fst-based population differentiation approach
using the seven market classes as different populations. This analysis identi�ed several outlier SNPs
within these Brazilian market classes, located throughout the Pv11 common bean chromosomes
(Fig. 10), with two of them located on chromosomes Pv04 and Pv08 that were identi�ed also by
association analysis with TempWet (Pv04), PrecWet and PrecWarm (Pv08).

Discussion
The recent improvements in genotyping technologies, together with the efforts to sequence and assemble
the genomes of several crop plants, have greatly increased the throughput and ability to characterize
genetic diversity and population structure in germplasm collections using thousands of genome-wide
molecular markers (Metzker 2010; Li et al. 2014; Unamba et al. 2015; Nkhata et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2020;
Del�ni et al. 2021). This progress could greatly facilitate the pre-screening of large germplasm collections
and accelerate the ability to exploit the mostly untapped resources available in public gene banks
repositories (Kilian and Graner 2012; Ray and Satya 2014; Ariani et al. 2018). The improvements in
sequencing technologies are fostering the development of novel conceptual frameworks for
characterizing genetic diversity and understanding environmental adaptation in plant natural populations
by integrating the availability of ecological and climatic data with genetic information (Schoville et al.
2012; Bragg et al. 2015; Ariani et al. 2018; Shim et al. 2021).

A Brazilian common bean diversity panel, including 91 landraces and 97 elite lines, was recently
characterized using ~ 6,000 genetic markers obtained with DArT-Seq technology by Valdisser et al.
(2017), who observed the usual divergence between Andean and Mesoamerican entries (Kwak and Gepts
2009) and a further diversi�cation in the Mesoamerican gene pool among different grain types. More
recently, two additional publications describe SNP diversity in speci�c Brazilian diversity panels of
common bean. Del�ni et al. (2021), analyzing the genetic diversity of some 50,000 SNPs obtained by
GBS (CviAII) among – mostly Mesoamerican − 219 cultivars and breeding lines, observed the usual
(Lobaton et al. 2018) strong divergence among Andean and Mesoamerican accessions. Furthermore,
they observed a differentiation among groups with different seed coat colors. In a study of a sample of
110 entries consisting predominantly of landraces from more arid, northeastern Brazil, Elias et al. (2021)
used GBS (CviAII) and observed that most accessions in the Mesoamerican group clustered according to
grain types although hybridizations among clusters within this group were also notable, con�rming the
results of Burle et al. (2010).

In the current study, we analyzed a larger, more representative collection of Brazilian landraces (274
accessions) using GBS (CviAII)-based SNP markers, which can allow a more precise genetic
characterization of this resource compared to SSR markers (Burle et al. 2010, 2011). In contrast, however,
with Elias et al. (2021), possible correlations with climatic data were analyzed with bioclimatic variables
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relevant to the putative growing seasons, i.e., TempWet (BIO8 - Mean temperature of wettest quarter);
PrecWet (BIO16 - Precipitation of wettest quarter); TempWarm (BIO10 - Mean temperature of warmest
quarter); and PrecWarm (BIO18 - Precipitation of warmest quarter). Although bean growing seasons do
not coincide precisely with these quarters, our modi�ed bioclimatic variables provide a more precise
approximation of the actual growing seasons. In addition, the integration of genotypic and climatic data
for this collection allowed the identi�cation of abiotic stress-resistant market classes and relevant
molecular markers for potential improvement by breeding of this crop.

The current analysis of population structure showed a clear separation between the Mesoamerican and
Andean gene pools, with great admixture among individuals of the Mesoamerican gene pool. A similar
pattern was observed in this same collection previously using microsatellite markers (Burle et al., 2010),
but also in other collections of Brazilian germplasm using different marker types (Blair et al., 2013;
Valdisser et al., 2017; Del�ni et al. 2021). The identi�cation of �ve sub-populations in the present study
agrees with the results of Burle et al. (2011), studying the same bean sample. The absence of admixed
individuals between the Mesoamerican and Andean gene pools of common bean could be due to hybrid-
weakness observed in F1 crosses between these two gene pools in both wild and domesticated
individuals of this species (Gepts and Bliss, 1985; Koinange and Gepts, 1992; Hannah et al., 2007). The
F1 hybrid weakness is the result of two gene-pool-speci�c loci that are carried mostly by race
Mesoamerica, in the Mesoamerican gene pool, and race Nueva Granada, in the Andean pool (Singh et al.,
1991). These two eco-geographic races are the main common bean races in Brazil (Burle et al., 2011).
The low admixture level between Mesoamerican and Andean genotypes in Brazil could directly affect
common bean breeding improvements especially for biotic stress resistance, since it hinders the ability to
transfer pathogen resistance genes between the two gene pools, a common strategy used for this
purpose (Miklas et al., 2006).

LD decay is a frequently used measure for detecting signatures of selection in speci�c genomic areas
(Barton, 2011). This analysis showed a rapid LD decay for most chromosomes in the Brazilian collection
analyzed, possibly facilitating the introgression of novel traits in selected individuals of this collection.
However, chromosomes Pv09 and Pv11 showed extensive LD with a half-decay distance of more than 10
Mbp, suggesting a possible selection pressure on these two chromosomes. Indeed, the observed selection
sweep could be the result of farmer selection for the most productive plants under standard growing
condition in Brazil. One of the major constraints of agricultural production in tropical areas is soil acidity
and the ensuing aluminum (Al) toxicity, which highly affects plant productivity by reducing root growth
(Panda et al., 2009). Interestingly, more than half of the agricultural areas of Brazil are affected by Al
toxicity (Olmos and Camargo, 1976); thus, Brazilian landraces could constitute a useful source of
resistance for this stress. The possibility that genomic segments from chromosomes Pv09 and Pv11
could harbor resistance to Al toxicity is supported by a previous study using a bi-parental population of
common bean that identi�ed several QTLs affecting root traits in response to Al stress on these
chromosomes (López-Marín et al., 2009). An additional possibility is that these chromosomes harbor
factors for other traits relevant to Brazilian growing conditions. Elias et al. (2021) identi�ed a major factor
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for putative drought stress tolerance on Pv09 with, as candidate gene, a Platz transcription factor
potentially involved in drought stress tolerance in maize (Zenda et al. 2019).

sPCA is a multivariate test that focuses on the spatial pattern of genetic variability by integrating genetic
and geographical data (Jombart et al. 2008). The application of this test can facilitate the identi�cation
of long- and short-range genetic patterns in georeferenced plant collection and can allow the correction
for population structure in association analysis in the presence of spatial genetic structures (Pyhäjärvi et
al. 2013). Previous analysis on wild and domesticated common beans across their native range in the
Americas showed a high correlation between geographic and genetic distances, highlighting a signi�cant
global structure with physically close genotypes showing high similarities at the genetic level (Papa and
Gepts 2003; Rodriguez et al. 2016; Ariani et al. 2018). In contrast, the Brazilian diversity panel analyzed in
this study showed extensive local structure with genetically different genotypes sharing similar climatic
characteristics (i.e., phenotypes). This phenomenon can reduce the ability to identify variants involved in
environmental adaptation, thus drastically reducing the number of signi�cantly associated SNPs. The
high local structure observed in the current collection could indeed be one of the reasons why only a few
SNPs were signi�cantly associated with environmental data. However, this can also suggest a broad
adaptation of the genotypes analyzed, and a high level of hybridization between genetically different
varieties. Both results could be bene�cial for breeding improvement of local Brazilian landraces and
con�rm previous results regarding genetic diversity and population structure into this collection (Burle et
al. 2010).

Association analysis between genotypic and the environmental data estimated for the cultivation period
showed few signi�cantly associated SNPs when correcting for population structure. These results,
nevertheless, indicate that signatures of selection from agricultural practices or environmental variations
during growing season could be detected using landscape genomic methods also in domesticated
common bean collections.

Association analysis with PrecWet identi�ed two SNPs signi�cantly associated with this bio-climatic
variable, one located in Pv02 and the other in Pv08, tagging 19 genes in total. Among the gene models
identi�ed in Pv02, there are several that could be associated with water stress response based on their
annotations (Table 2). As an example, Phvul.002G325900 (annotated as a poly(A) polymerase
homologous of Arabidopsis: PAPS1) has been implicated in regulation of plant growth and �owering time
in Arabidopsis (Vi et al. 2013; Czesnick and Lenhard 2016). Other interesting genes identi�ed by this
analysis include Phvul.002G326000, annotated as a homolog of Arabidopsis CC1, a gene associated
with plant growth (mostly through cellulose biosynthesis) and stress resistance (Endler et al. 2015). The
Phvul.002G326800 gene model, annotated as a cyclin-dependent kinase, may be related to regulation of
cell cycle and plant growth (Umeda et al. 2005). Since the ability to �nely regulate �owering time and
plant growth is an essential feature for drought resistance or avoidance in this species (Beebe et al.
2013), these genes can constitute interesting candidates for further genetic studies and also for
improving these traits in domesticated common bean.
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Among the other gene models associated with PrecWet, we identi�ed Phvul.002G326900, a homolog of
Arabidopsis gene PMI1, and Phvul.002G326600, an ACC oxidase involved in ethylene biosynthesis (ACC
oxidase) and a homolog of Arabidopsis ACO4. The Arabidopsis PMI1 is a gene involved in chloroplast
movement in response to environmental signals (especially light-related), a mechanism that is essential
for plant adaptive response to stress (Suetsugu et al. 2015) and has also been related to ABA signaling in
response to water de�cit (Rojas-Pierce et al. 2014). ACC oxidase is the last and rate-limiting enzyme for
ethylene biosynthesis (Ruduś et al. 2013), a phytohormone essential in several processes related to plant
growth and development, as well as in the response to environmental stresses (Wang et al. 2013; Iqbal et
al. 2017). Due to their relevance in important plant physiological processes and stress response, the two
genes identi�ed by this analysis could represent interesting molecular markers for improving stress
resistance in domesticated common bean.

Association analysis with PrecWarm identi�ed two SNPs associated with this bioclimatic variable,
located in Pv01 and Pv08, tagging in total 14 genes. Among the genes identi�ed in Pv01, several of them
could be related with responses to environmental variables. As example, the gene model
Phvul.001G068300 is a homolog of Arabidopsis SPT4-2, which has been associated with the regulation
of auxin response and transcriptional regulation of auxin-related genes in Arabidopsis (Dürr et al. 2014).
Auxin is an essential phytohormone involved in multiple developmental and environmental responses
(Bielach, Hrtyan, and Tognetti 2017). Other genes associated with PrecWarm identi�ed in this study were
Phvul.001G068400, a homolog of the Arabidopsis CYTOCHROME C OXIDASE DEFICIENT 1 (COD1) gene,
and Phvul.001G068600, annotated as the Arabidopsis receptor-like kinase LRK10. COD1 is a PPR gene
involved in RNA-editing in mitochondrion and is essential for the correct development of the respiratory
complex in plants (Dahan et al. 2014), while LRK10 has been related to ABA signaling and drought
response in that species (Lim et al. 2015). Due to their involvement in essential cellular processes and
drought response, these two genes might also represent interesting candidates for further studies in this
species.

Association analysis with TempWet identi�ed two SNPs signi�cantly associated with this bio-climatic
variable tagging in total 15 genes, one of them located in Pv04 and the others in Pv09. Based on their
annotations, some of the genes identi�ed could be involved in a response to environmental stresses, in
particular to temperature and light variations. One of the genes identi�ed (Phvul.009G085800) is
annotated as a peroxidase protein. Members of this gene family are involved in several biological
processes, mostly as antioxidant enzymes for hydrogen peroxide degradation (Veitch 2004; Pandey et al.
2017). The other genes identi�ed by this association analysis are involved in the regulation of chloroplast
development at molecular level. In particular, Phvul.004G106800, a homolog of Arabidopsis ARC11, is
involved in chloroplast division (Fujiwara et al. 2008) while the homolog of Phvul.009G086500 (PGR3) is
a nuclear gene involved in transcriptional regulation of chloroplast genes (Yamazaki et al. 2004). The
other gene model identi�ed by this association analysis (Phvul.009G086000) is homologous to
Arabidopsis TIC55-II, a gene involved in chloroplast protein import and chlorophyll degradation in that
plant (Boij et al., 2009; Hauenstein et al., 2016). Due to the central role of chloroplasts in response and
adaptation to external stimuli in plants, especially light- and water-related signals (Spetea et al. 2014;
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Dutta et al. 2017; Tamburino et al. 2017), the genes identi�ed by this association analysis would require
further investigations for evaluating their role in stress response in common bean.

Association analysis with TempWarm identi�ed two signi�cantly associated SNPs located on Pv03,
tagging in total 10 genes. Among these genes, some of them could be related to environmental stress
responses, like heat stress. As an example, the gene model Phvul.003G154500, a homolog of Arabidopsis
SHOOT REDIFFERENTIATION DEFECTIVE 2 (SRD2), is involved in cell proliferation and in lateral root
development in Arabidopsis (Ohtani and Sugiyama 2005; Ohtani, Demura, and Sugiyama 2010); a
knockdown mutation of this gene causes aberrant growth phenotypes under high temperatures in this
species (Ohtani and Sugiyama 2005). Another gene model identi�ed in this genomic interval is
Phvul.003G154600, homolog of Arabidopsis CESA7, a gene involved in cell wall formation in that species
(Bosca et al. 2006). Due to the importance of plant cell walls in heat stress response (Wu et al. 2018), this
gene could represent an interesting marker for improving heat stress in common bean. Among the
additional genes identi�ed in this interval there are Phvul.003G154700, homolog of Arabidopsis
SUPPRESSOR OF VARIEGATION 9 (SVR9), and Phvul.003G155400, homolog of Arabidopsis BRI1
SUPPRESSOR 1 (BRS1). SVR9 is essential for chloroplast development and plant survival; it can also
affect leaf development in Arabidopsis (Zheng et al. 2016). BRS1 is a suppressor of the Brassinosteroid-
Insensitive 1 (BRI1) gene, an essential gene involved in plant growth and development in this species (Li
et al. 2001). Due to their involvement in plant growth and development in Arabidopsis, the two common
bean homologs identi�ed in this study could represent interesting candidate genes for further genetic
studies and validation.

The integration of environmental and genotypic data can facilitate the identi�cation of both useful
molecular markers for breeding improvement and suitable donor germplasm of stress resistance that can
be used as parents for varietal improvement (Schoville et al. 2012; Henry and Nevo 2014; Berny Mier y
Teran et al. 2020). The comparison of climatic variables among Brazilian market classes showed that the
landraces of Mulatinho type were cultivated in areas with signi�cantly lower rainfall and higher
temperature in Brazil, con�rming earlier results obtained with a similar approach using microsatellite
markers (Burle 2008). We hypothesize that initial growers of Mulatinho types may have chosen this type
because of its relative drought resistance regardless of the seed color. Subsequently, a consumer
preference developed for the speci�c Mulatinho seed color and became the main reason for cultivating
this bean type regardless of its drought adaptation. Yet, selection for seed color may have entailed
indirect selection for heat or drought tolerance because of linkage disequilibrium, further enhanced by the
predominantly autogamous reproductive system of common bean (Papa and Gepts 2003; Papa et al.
2005; Kwak and Gepts 2009). Seed color and color pattern are conditioned by some 7–10 genes
distributed over most of the bean chromosomes (Bassett 2007; McClean et al. 2002). Selection for seed
color in common bean by farmers is effective as demonstrated by the tremendous biocultural diversity
displayed by domesticated common bean (e.g., Kuzay et al. 2020) and shown recently in places as
diverse as Mexico (Worthington et al. 2012) and Uganda (Wilkus et al. 2019). The current results con�rm
the extensive levels of LD in the bean genome identi�ed previously (Kwak and Gepts 2009). These results
suggest that some of the SNPs identi�ed by GWAS analysis could be related to environmental adaptation
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or that there can be linkage between loci differentiating market classes and those controlling
mechanisms of environmental adaptation. Nevertheless, caution should be exercised because spurious
associations can occur during GWAS analysis (Shen and Carlborg 2013).

Conclusion
In the current study, we performed an extensive analysis of molecular diversity, LD, and population
structure in a diversity panel of Brazilian landraces using genome-wide SNP markers obtained with a GBS
approach. The integration of geographic (G: climatic data) information, agronomic (A) practice and
market class information, combined with molecular (M) genetic data (hence labeled the GAMA approach)
allowed us to identify several genes possibly associated with environmental adaptation, as well as
possible drought- and heat-tolerant landraces in this collection. This integration would be especially
useful in exploiting the genetic resources, both at the accession and genome levels, contained in large
germplasm collections provided geographic provenance and molecular diversity data is available.

Materials And Methods

Plant material, DNA extraction and GBS library preparation
Common bean (P. vulgaris) landraces used in this study were provided by the Embrapa (Empresa
Brasileira de Pesquisa Agropecuária) Rice and Bean Unit, located in Santo Antônio de Goiás, GO, Brazil.
The collection analyzed in the current study (274 landraces; Table S1) was selected previously, based on
passport data, for maximizing the diversity and geographical representation of common bean landraces
across bean-growing regions in Brazil (Burle et al. 2010). Earlier analyses provided a genotypic evaluation
of SSR diversity (Burle et al. 2010) and an integration of phenotypic and genotypic data (Burle et al.
2011). Genomic DNA (gDNA) was extracted from seeds by pooling the embryos of two dry seeds for each
landrace analyzed. The extraction protocol followed the one described in Ariani et al. (2016). Only DNA
with an absorbance ratio (A260/A280) > 1.7 (measured with a Nanodrop Lite, Thermo Fisher Scienti�c)
and no sign of degradation on a 1% agarose gel was used for subsequent library preparation. Prior to
library preparation, the genomic DNA was quanti�ed with Quant-iT™ PicoGreen® dsDNA Assay Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scienti�c); 100ng of DNA was used for GBS library preparation. The GBS libraries were
prepared following the protocol implemented in our laboratory, using CviAII as restriction enzyme (Ariani
et al. 2016). The presence of adapter dimers in the sequencing libraries was checked with Experion DNA
analysis kit (Biorad, Berkeley, CA, USA). The samples were multiplexed in two libraries with 144
accessions each, including one blank sample for library. The list of the genotypes sequenced in each
library, along with passport data, barcode sequences, and SRA run ID, is shown in Table S1.

DNA Sequencing and SNP calling
GBS libraries were sequenced in the DNA Technology Core at the UC Davis Genome Center, using a 100
bp single-end protocol on a HiSeq3000 Illumina sequencing machine. Raw sequencing reads are
available under run IDs SRR17267581 and SRR17267582 (see Table S1) in the NCBI short short-read
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archive database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra). Raw reads were preprocessed and demultiplexed
with the GBSprep pipeline (https://github.com/aariani/GBSprep) by specifying CviAII recognition and
overhang sequences (CATG and ATG, respectively) and by removing overhang restriction sequences from
the reads. Reads were then aligned to the P. vulgaris (G19833) v1 reference genome sequence (Schmutz
et al. 2014) with BWA (Li and Durbin 2009). After the alignment, only the reads with a minimum mapping
quality of 10 were kept for downstream analysis. SNPs were called with NGSEP genotyping framework
(Duitama et al. 2014) using only variants with a minimum genotype quality of 40 (-minQuality 40), a
maximum number of alignments per starting position of 100 (-maxAlnsPerStartPos 100), and a
heterozygosity rate of 0.0001 (-h 0.0001). SNPs were �ltered with VCFtools (Danecek et al. 2011) both
before and after imputation. Before imputation, we removed the SNPs located in repetitive regions and
the genotype calls with a depth lower than 5 (--minDP 5); we kept only sites with at least 10% of the
genotype calls passing the �rst �ltering (--max-missing 0.1). For imputation, only SNPs anchored to
common bean chromosomes in the reference genome sequence were used. SNPs were imputed with the
ImputeVCF plugin of NGSEP specifying a maximum of 8 groups for haplotype clustering (-k 8), and an
estimated average recombination rate of 0.004 cM/Kb. This recombination rate was selected based on
the average genomic recombination rate estimated from bi-parental populations of common bean
(Schmutz et al., 2014). After imputation, we removed genotype calls with a quality less than 10 (--minGQ
10) and with a minor allele frequency less than 0.05 (--maf 0.05). We then removed individuals with more
than 50% of missing genotype calls. Finally, only SNPs with at least 80% of the genotype calls passing
the �nal �ltering were retained (--max-missing 0.8).

Variant statistics were calculated using VCFtools (Danecek et al., 2011). Nucleotide diversity (π) was
calculated on 100kb/20kb sliding windows containing at least 3 variants, and as an average across these
windows for each chromosome. Nucleotide diversity (π) was evaluated also on different sub-sets of the
genotypes based on the best number of sub-populations estimated by population structure analysis (see
below). We performed a separate analysis for ‘pure Mesoamerican’ genotypes (i.e. assigned to one of the
Mesoamerican sub-populations), ‘pure Andean’, and ‘Mesoamerican hybrids’ (i.e. hybrids between
Mesoamerican sub-populations), using all the SNPs retained after the �nal �ltering step with less than
20% missing data in the different groups.

Genetic principal component analysis (PCA), population
structure, and spatial PCA (sPCA)
Genetic PCA was performed using the adegenet package (Jombart 2008) available in the R statistical
environment (www.r-project.org). Population structure was evaluated with the sNMF program
implemented in the LEA R package (Frichot et al. 2014; Frichot and François 2015). This algorithm was
run with the number of sub-populations ranging from 2 to 15, using ten replicated runs for each K, and
with the cross-entropy parameter set as True. The population clustering was initiated with two sub-
populations (K = 2) because previous analyses had shown the presence of representatives of both the
Andean and Mesoamerican gene pools of this domesticated species in Brazil (Gepts et al. 1988; Pereira
1994; Burle et al. 2010). The best number of K was selected based on the number of sub-populations that

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
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determine an in�exion point in the cross-entropy pro�le. Accessions with a membership coe�cient < 0.7
were considered hybrids between populations.

Spatial (sPCA) analysis (Jombart et al. 2008) was performed with the spca function available in the
adegenet package (Jombart 2008) using a nearest neighbor approach with 10 neighbors. Correlation
between genetic and geographic distances of the genotypes´ collecting sites (expressed as geographic
coordinates) was evaluated using a randomized Mantel test (Mantel 1967) with 10,000 permutations
implemented in the adegenet package (Jombart 2008).

Linkage disequilibrium
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) between SNPs (r2) was estimated with the LDcorSV package (Mangin et al.
2012) of R, a novel method that corrects for bias introduced in r2 calculation by population structure and
relatedness (kinship) of the sample. We calculated standard r2, r2 corrected for population structure (r2

s),

r2 corrected for relatedness (r2
v), and r2 corrected for relatedness and population structure (r2

vs). As
population structure matrix we used the ancestry coe�cient from the sNMF algorithm with 4 sub-
populations. The kinship matrix was calculated from the SNP dataset using the EMMA algorithm (Kang
et al. 2008) implemented in GAPIT (Lipka et al. 2012). LD distribution across chromosomes was
visualized with the LDheatmap package of R (www.r-project.org) using standard r2 and corrected values
(r2

s, r2
v, and r2

vs). LD decay was estimated using the corrected r2 measures (r2
s, r2

v, and r2
vs) with the

model proposed by (Hill and Weir 1988), as previously described in Marroni et al. (2011). We performed a
similar LD analysis for ‘pure Mesoamerican’ genotypes (i.e., assigned to one of the Mesoamerican sub-
populations), ‘pure Andean’, and ‘Mesoamerican hybrids’ (i.e., hybrids among Mesoamerican sub-
populations), as identi�ed by population clustering analysis. For each of these groups we evaluated r2

corrected by relatedness (r2
v) using SNPs with a MAF higher than 0.01 and with less than 20% of missing

data.

GIS analysis
Geographic coordinates for the collecting sites of each genotype analyzed in this study were used for
retrieving bioclimatic variables from the WorldClim database (v1.4) (http://www.worldclim.org/) using the
dismo package (and its dependencies) within the R statistical environment (www.r-project.org). The
bioclimatic variables were downloaded at the maximum resolution available (30 seconds, approximately
0.86 km2 at the equator). The bioclimatic variables available in WorldClim represent annual trends (e.g.,
mean annual temperature, annual precipitation), seasonality (e.g., annual range in temperature and
precipitation), and limiting environmental factors (e.g., temperature of the coldest and warmest month,
and precipitation of the wettest or driest quarters). To estimate the environmental conditions of common
bean growing periods, we used some of the WorldClim bioclimatic variables for quarter periods (three
months), instead of annual variables. Common bean is cultivated in Brazil in different periods/months of
the year, according to the different production regions and cropping systems (Barbosa and Gonzaga,
2012). However, except for the irrigated system (also called the autumn-winter harvest), which coincides

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
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with autumn and/or winter seasons in Brazil, all the other periods of common bean cultivation in the
different regions of Brazil coincide with the rainy seasons (no irrigation used) and, at least, part of the
summer season. Considering that our study sample is composed exclusively of landraces, grown without
irrigation, we used the WorldClim bioclimatic variables related to the wettest quarter and the ones related
to the warmest quarter, as follows, respectively: BIO8- Mean temperature of wettest quarter, we named
TempWet; BIO16-Precipitation of wettest quarter, named PrecWet; BIO10- Mean temperature of warmest
quarter, named TempWarm; and BIO18- Precipitation of warmest quarter, named PrecWarm.

Market class analysis
The collection of 274 Brazilian landraces analyzed in this study were subdivided into common bean
market classes (Table S1) by the former Legume Curator Jaime R. Fonseca according to previous
classi�cations (Vieira 1967; Fonseca and Vieira 1986, 2001). To reduce the bias that could be introduced
by small groups during statistical and population genetic analysis, the market classes with less than ten
landraces were clustered into the ‘Others’ group. ANOVA analysis and Tukey post hoc test (HSD; P = 0.05)
were performed to identify variations across market classes for the four above-mentioned bioclimatic
variables (PrecWet, TempWet, PrecWarm, and TempWarm) within the R statistical environment (www.r-
project.org) using the package agricolae. To identify outlier SNPs that differentiate between market
classes and could confound the Genome Wide Association Study (GWAS) analysis, we applied an Fst-
based population differentiation approach implemented in Bayescan v2.1 (Foll and Gaggiotti 2008) with
the default parameters. A signi�cant FDR threshold of 0.01 was applied to identify signi�cant outlier
SNPs. The signi�cant SNPs where then compared with the signi�cant SNPs identi�ed by association
analysis.

Association analysis
Association analysis was performed on the climatic data used to estimate the environmental conditions
for the cultivation periods of common bean (see previous section) using the FarmCPU algorithm (Liu et
al. 2016). Since the hapmap numerical input of FarmCPU does not allow missing data we performed a
naive numerical imputation with the Imputer function of the scikit-learn python library (Pedregosa et al.
2011). Brie�y, we replaced missing data with the average value (based on numerical hapmap format) of
the marker across all the genotypes. FarmCPU is able to detect signi�cant associations and reduce false
positive even without the incorporation of population structure or genetic PCA data (Liu et al. 2016). For
this reason, we performed the association analysis with and without genetic PCA data, and visually
inspected the quantile-quantile (QQ) plot results for identifying the most effective correction method.

Identi�cation of signi�cant SNPs and candidate genes
One of the main problems of GWAS is the high number of association tests that drastically increase the
number of false positives SNPs necessitating P-value correction for multiple testing (Shen and Carlborg,
2013). For this reason, we used an approach like the one described by Moghaddam et al. (2016). In brief,
we created an empirical distribution of P-values for each GWAS by bootstrapping P-values 10,000 times
with replacement; we then considered SNPs to be signi�cant when they fell in the lower 0.01 percentile of

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra
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the distribution. By using this approach, each association test had different signi�cance cut-offs based
on the P-value distribution for each phenotype. Once the signi�cant SNPs were identi�ed for each trait, we
selected as candidate genes those within 50Kb from these SNPs (i.e., a 100Kb region centered on the
signi�cant SNPs) by using the GenomicRanges/rtracklayer R packages (Lawrence et al., 2009, 2013) and
the P. vulgaris (G19833) v1 genome annotation from Phytozome
(https://phytozome.jgi.doe.gov/pz/portal.html).
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Figures

Figure 1

Nucleotide diversity (π) in the common bean genome sampled among Brazilian common bean landraces.
A) Across common bean chromosomes. Dashed line represents the 99th percentile of π distribution; B)
Minor Allele Frequency (MAF) distribution of the SNPs identi�ed.
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Figure 2

Population structure analysis of common bean landraces. A) Using two sub-populations (K = 2). B)
Genetic PCA on the �rst 2 principal component for the collection analyzed. Red circles: Mesoamerican;
blue circles: Andean; open circles: hybrids between Mesoamerican and Andean entries (membership
coe�cient < 0.7).
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Figure 3

Population structure analysis of common bean landraces. A) Using the best number of sub-populations.
B) Genetic PCA on the �rst 3 principal component for the collection analyzed. Genotypes are colored as in
Fig. 3A. Accessions with a membership coe�cient < 0.7 are considered hybrids and are colored in white.
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Figure 4

Spatial principal component analysis (sPCA) of genetic diversity. A) Positive and negative eigenvalues of
sPCA analysis, representing the global and local structure, respectively. Only the �rst 10 positive and
negative eigenvalues are shown. B) Results of the randomized Mantel test with 10,000 permutations. The
distribution of simulated r values representing the null hypothesis (no spatial and genetic correlation) is
shown as a barplot. The observed r is indicated by a vertical segment ending with a black diamond.
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Figure 5

Heatmap of LD between markers (r2) on chromosome Pv09. A) Raw r2. B) r2 corrected by kinship (r2v). C)
r2 corrected by population structure (r2s). D) r2 corrected by kinship and population structure (r2vs).
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Figure 6

Linkage decay based on distance across the 11 common bean chromosomes. For the calculation the r2

corrected by population structure (r2s), kinship (r2v) or both structure and kinship (r2sv) are shown.
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Figure 7

Distribution of rainfall (A) and mean temperature (B) for estimated periods of common bean cultivation.
PrecWet: Precipitation of wettest quarter; PrecWarm: Precipitation of warmest quarter; TempWet: Mean
temperature of wettest quarter; TempWarm: Mean temperature of warmest quarter.
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Figure 8

Manhattan plot of GWAS association analysis. (A) PrecWet: Precipitation of wettest quarter; and (B)
TempWet: Temperature of wettest quarter. The blue line represents the signi�cant threshold for the
association analysis.
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Figure 9

Manhattan plot of GWAS association analysis. (A) PrecWarm: Precipitation of warmest quarter; and (B)
TempWarm: Mean temperature of warmest quarter. The blue line represents the signi�cant threshold for
the association analysis.
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Figure 10

Manhattan plot for population differentiation analysis using Bayescan. The blue line represents the
signi�cant threshold for the association analysis.
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